
J Multi-Jurisdiction Legal 2.5 inch VG-10  
Stainless Steel Blade 

J Kahr Spyderco Delica4 Features a Unique 
Smooth Thumb Ramp

J Overall Weight of Only 2.5 Ounces!

J Excellent Control and Cutting Power in   
 a Small Package 

J All Metal Hardware Features Non-Reflective 
Stonewashed Finish

J Discreet Unique Handle Colors Blend in with 
Common Pants Colors

J Four Position Pocket Clip Allows Left or 
 Right-Side, Tip-Up or Tip-Down Carry Options

J Available Directly Through Kahr Arms at 
 www.kahr.com, Kahr Dealers & DistributorsMSRP: $99

Web Address: www.kahr.com
www.facebook.com/KahrArms 

NEW!!
Specifications
Closed Length: 4.25 inches (108 mm)
Overall Length: 6.75 inches (171 mm) 
Blade Length: 2.50 inches (64 mm) 

Edge Length: 2.16 inches (55 mm)
Blade Thickness: 0.098 inches (2.5 mm) 
Steel: VG-10 
Weight: 2.5 ounces (71 grams)
Grind: Saber 

Edge: PlainEdge 
Lock Type: Back Lock 
Handle: Fiberglass Reinforced Nylon
Clip: Four-position 
Country of Origin: Japan

Denim-tone Blue
Model: KNSDBL001

Khaki
Model: KNSDKH002

Black
Model: KNSDBK003



Kahr Firearms Group, the industry leader in compact personal-defense pistols, 
is pleased to announce the introduction of three new folding knives that 
proudly bear the Kahr logo. These knives are variations of Spyderco’s 
popular Delica4 model and are manufactured exclusively for Kahr by 
Spyderco, Inc. of Golden, CO. 

Based on a modification of the Delica4 created by self-defense 
authority Michael Janich, Kahr’s signature Delica4s are unique 
in that they combine full-length handles with compact 2.5-
inch blades. This makes them legally permissible in jurisdic-
tions with strict blade-length limitations, such as Boston and 
Chicago, while ensuring leverage, control, and cutting power 
unachievable with traditional small-bladed knives.

To make Kahr’s signature Delicas even more discreet, 
their handle colors—black, khaki, and denim-toned 
blue—were carefully chosen to blend with the 
most popular shades of pants. Their blades, pock-
et clips, and all other metal hardware also feature a 
non-reflective stonewashed finish. The resulting knives 
exemplify the “gray man” concept—hiding in plain sight while remaining instantly accessible.

Every Kahr Delica4 features a meticulously finished VG-10 stainless steel blade with a smooth thumb 
ramp. Its Bi-Directional Textured™ handle scales are injection molded from fiberglass-reinforced 

nylon and are supported by skeletonized stainless steel liners that 
reduce the knife’s weight to a mere 2.5 ounces. A sturdy back 

lock mechanism locks the blade securely in place when 
open and includes a Boye Dent relief cut to prevent unin-
tentional lock release in high-stress situations. Spyder-
co’s Trademark Round Hole™ in the blade ensures quick, 

positive one-handed opening, while a four-position pocket 
clip supports left or right-side tip-up or tip-down carry.

The perfect companions to Kahr’s compact pistols, 
Kahr’s signature Spyderco Delica4s are extremely 

capable, concealable cutting tools that are legal 
to carry almost anywhere.

MSRP: $99
Available Directly Through Kahr Arms at 
www.kahr.com, Kahr Dealers & Distributors

Web Address: www.kahr.com
www.facebook.com/KahrArms 


